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from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1905 Excerpt: . consequence free trade upon the
part of all the world, including the United States, with Cuba. This, however, was not the case, as
experience has amply demonstrated. Cheaper wages, cheaper operating expenses, lower
investments for a given carrying capacity as represented by the cost of hulls and machinery,
combined with government assistance, have enabled European shippers to secure lower rates for
merchandise from foreign ports than from those of the United States to Cuba. This advantage alone
has often teen sufficient to offset the same or lower invoice prices for the same merchandises
exported to Cuba from the United States. And this alone is sufficient to account for the fact that a
considerable part of the carrying export trade of Cuba and a very large part of her carrying import
trade is under flags other than that of the United States. It is a well-known...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through book. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like the way the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Pa sca le B er nha r d
Very good electronic book and useful one. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You will not feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to when you question me).
-- Pr of. Noa h Zemla k DDS
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